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ABSTRACT We model the evolution of
simple lattice proteins as a random walk in a
fitness landscape, where the fitness represents
the ability of the protein to fold. At higher
selective pressure, the evolutionary trajecto-
ries are confined to neutral networks where
the native structure is conserved and the dy-
namics are non self-averaging and nonexponen-
tial. The optimizability of the corresponding
native structure has a strong effect on the size
of these neutral networks and thus on the
nature of the evolutionary process. Proteins
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INTRODUCTION
Biological macromolecules are the result of eons of
evolution. To understand these macromolecules, it is
necessary to understand the evolutionary processes
that determined their form and function. Similarly,
biological evolution is constrained by the properties
of the polymers that encode, represent, and manifest
the evolutionary heritage; the process of evolution
must be analyzed in this context.
A major step forward in our understanding of
evolution was provided by the notion of a fitness
landscape, representing the fitness of the system as
a function of the parameters of that system.1 Evolu-
tion then is represented by movement in that land-
scape. Although initial work concentrated on ab-
stract models for the fitness landscape,2–5 more
recent models have included specific properties of
the evolving macromolecules.6–10 However, construct-
ing an appropriate fitness function has remained
elusive. One problem is that the fitness of a biological
macromolecule is complicated and multifaceted. For
instance, in considering protein evolution, we must
simultaneously consider the ability of the protein to
be synthesized, remain stable, resist proteolysis and
aggregation, and fulfill the specific catalytic or struc-
tural role required of that protein.
In previous work, we developed the notion of a
fitness landscape where fitness is represented by the
foldability of the protein as a function of the param-
eters defining the intramolecular interactions be-
tween residues.11–13 Although it is only one aspect of
the variety of properties required by any protein, the
ability to fold to a stable native state is universal and
nontrivial and is a major factor separating biological
proteins from random sequences of amino acids. In
addition, the fact that proteins of similar structures
often fulfill different functions and similar functions
are sometimes performed by proteins of radically
different structure indicates that the structural prop-
erties of evolved proteins are largely determined by
structural, rather than functional, requirements.
This model represents an approximation that the
majority of the protein structure serves as a scaffold
to maintain the active site in a correct conformation,
and thus the selective pressure acting on functional-
ity is restricted to a small percentage of the residues
in the protein.
By concentrating on foldability, we are able to take
advantage of the development of simple models that
have greatly increased our understanding of the
folding process. Furthermore, by adjusting the de-
gree of foldability considered adequate, we can ex-
plore how the evolutionary process was affected by
the degree of pressure acting on selection.
By considering the range of interactions corre-
sponding to different native structures, we were able
provide a reason why certain structural motifs are so
commonly found among biological proteins.11,12 We
also showed how this simple model results in biologi-
cal proteins having marginal stability, that is, the
minimum thermodynamic stability necessary for the
protein to be adequately foldable and stable.13 Most
interestingly, we found that higher degrees of selec-
tive pressure corresponds to evolutionary trajecto-
ries that are confined to ‘‘neutral networks,’’ paths
through the interaction space where changes in
sequence and interaction parameters do not result in
changes in the native structure.13 This effect can
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explain the presence of proteins with common native
structures yet with dissimilar sequences and stabiliz-
ing interactions.
In this study, we focus our attention on trajectories
of random walks in this landscape and note the
presence of glassy behavior at higher degrees of
selective pressure, evident from the smaller rate of
change of both the interactions and the structures
and from the nonexponential and non self-averaging
behavior of the evolution. We explore the nature of
the neutral networks and show how the size of these
neutral paths for different native structures depends
critically on the maximum foldability possible for
that structure. This observation provides an explana-
tion based on evolutionary dynamics of why certain
structures are overrepresented among biological pro-
teins and suggests that there should be large differ-
ences in the evolutionary behavior of proteins with
different structures.
METHODS
Our study is based on lattice models of proteins,
where the possible conformations of a 27-residue
protein are represented by the 103,346 self-avoiding
walks on a 3 3 3 3 3 lattice, with each residue
occupying a single lattice site. Although the noncom-
pact states are important for understanding the
folding process, these states will have less effect on
the qualitative nature of the foldability landscape.
On the basis of earlier work, we assume that the
energy of the protein is dominated by pair contacts,14
which depend only on the identity of the two resi-
dues; the energy function for any sequence in confor-





where g(Ai, Aj) is the contact potential between
residue type Ai at position i in the sequence and
residue type Aj at position j, and Dij
m 5 1 if residues i
and j are not adjacent in sequence but are on
adjacent lattice sites in conformation m, and zero
otherwise. Every compact state has exactly 28 formed
contacts. We use the parameter values derived by
Miyazawa and Jernigan15 for g(Ai, Aj), which implic-
itly include the effect of interactions with the sol-
vent. We can calculate the energy of any sequence k
in all possible compact states by using the above
energy function. The native structure N k is as-
sumed to be the conformation of lowest energy.
We are interested in characterizing the ability of a
protein to fold, an explicitly kinetic property. Al-
though simulations of evolution based on selective
pressure to maximize the folding rate have been
described,16 it is currently unfeasible to perform the
characterizations that we are interested in by model-
ing the dynamic characteristics of the protein at each
step in the evolutionary trajectory. Instead, we take
advantage of the extensive computational and theo-
retical analyses concerning the relationship between
the thermodynamic properties of a protein and the
ability of that protein to fold. This work was origi-
nally pioneered by Bryngelson and Wolynes,17 based
on a theoretical treatment using concepts borrowed
from the physics of spin glasses. In their study, they
showed that the ability of a protein to fold into its
correct native state and to avoid the local minima
(modeled as a transition to a glassy state) is depen-
dent on the relative ratio of the folding transition
temperature to the glass transition temperature.
Wolynes and co-workers18,19 then showed that this
ratio of temperatures could be maximized by maxi-
mizing the ratio of the energy gap between the
native state and the average of the nonnative states
to the standard deviation in the energies of these
nonnative conformations.18,19 Monte Carlo simula-
tions of the folding of lattice proteins have shown
that a large value of this latter ratio distinguished
proteins that could fold from those that could not.20–24
We characterize each sequence by a ‘‘foldability’’ F k
representing this ratio. The minimum value of this
parameter required for sufficiently rapid folding is
termed the critical foldability Fcrit. We easily can
simulate different degrees of selective pressure by
modifying the value of the critical foldability.
The distance measure between two native struc-
tures N k and N l is given by the total number of
contacts common to the two native structures di-







Identical structures have a q value of 1. The natural
distance metric for biological sequences k and l is the
Hamming distance hkl, representing the number of
mutations necessary to change one sequence into the
other. Unfortunately, this metric has limitations
when dealing with protein sequences. Some amino
acids are quite similar (threonine and serine),
whereas others are radically different (cysteine and
phenylalanine), so mutations can be either conserva-
tive or nonconservative. In addition, the impact of
any mutation depends on the other residues in the
protein. For this reason, as in previous work, we
consider a separate interaction space, representing
the set of values of the pairwise contact potentials
5gij6 5 5g(Ai, Aj)6 for every pair of residues i and j.11–13
Because contacts can be formed only between a
residue in an even position and a nonadjacent resi-
due in an odd position, there are exactly 156 possible
contacts that can be formed, meaning that the
intramolecular interactions for any sequence can be
specified by the 156 values of gij. The possible values
of these interaction parameters thus defines a 156-
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dimensional space, with specific sequences represent-
ing discrete points in this space. Because each
compact state has exactly the same number of con-
tacts and the foldability involves a ratio of energies,
the native state and the foldability are not affected
by scaling all of the gij values with either an additive
or multiplicative constant. For this reason, we nor-
malize the interaction parameters so that Si,j gij 5 0
and Si,j gij
2 5 1, effectively projecting the points in
the interaction space to the surface of a unit hyper-
sphere. We then can measure the distances between
points in the interaction space corresponding to
sequences k and l by considering the angular dis-
tance ukl between these two points on this hyper-
sphere. Due to the high dimensionality of this space,
the distances between pairs of sequences are strongly
clustered around ukl 5 p/2.13
The fitness landscape can be characterized by the
behavior of walks on that landscape. We start with
an initial random amino acid sequence and observe
what happens as that sequence is mutated. We
consider only single site mutations, where the rest of
the sequence is held fixed. The mutation results in a
new sequence, with a new foldability F 8 and possibly
a new native structure N 8. The attempted mutation
is only accepted if the new foldability is higher than
the critical foldability Fcrit. A ‘‘generation’’ is counted
for every attempted mutation, whether or not it is
accepted. For each different value of Fcrit, simula-
tions of 10,000 generations were performed for five
different initial sequences selected at random. A
simple hill-climbing scheme was used to generate an
initial sequence with a sufficiently large value of Fcrit.
One hundred generations were simulated to allow
the system to equilibrate before statistics were accu-
mulated.
RESULTS
For values of Fcrit less than approximately 6.0,
7cos(u)8t, the average cosine of the distance in interac-
tion space between points separated by t genera-
tions, is well represented as an exponentially decay-
ing function of t with a diffusion constant Du. For
values of Fcrit above 6.0, 7cos(u)8t becomes better
approximated by a stretched exponential of the form
7cos(u)8t 5 e2Du t
b
(3)
where b decreases to a value of 0.37 at Fcrit 5 7.0. We
define a generalized diffusion constant D u
g as
D u
g 5 3e0` e2Du tb dt4
21
(4)
which reduces to the standard diffusion constant for
exponential decays. A similar generalized diffusion
constant Dq
g is defined for changes in the native
conformation, with
7q8t 5 (1 2 q)e2Dqt
b
1 q (5)
where 7q8t is the average q value between two struc-
tures separated by t generations and q is the average
q value between two random structures. Du
g and D q
g
are plotted on a logarithm scale in Figure 1 as a
function of Fcrit. As shown, the slopes of the two
curves are significantly different, Dq
g showing a much
greater dependence on the selective pressure than
Du
g. The consequence of this is that under conditions
of large selective pressure, the structures are ‘‘frozen
in,’’ whereas appreciable changes in the sequence
and intramolecular interactions still occur. This re-
sult indicates that confinement to a single structure
during evolution may be a consequence of the require-
ment that the protein must be able to fold to a unique
conformation, and not necessarily due to structural
constraints on the protein.
The nonexponential diffusion in interaction space
at high selective pressure is characteristic of situa-
tions where the dynamics start to be dominated by
the roughness of the fitness landscape. Another
characteristic is the presence of non self-averaging
dynamics; that is, the ensemble average no longer
equals the time average. Both the nonexponential
evolutionary dynamics and this non self-averaging
behavior is shown in Figure 2, which shows 7cos(u)8t
for different individual runs at two different values
of Fcrit. In addition to the slower movement in the
interaction space, the dynamics are highly depen-
Fig. 1. Generalized diffusion constants for diffusion in interac-
tion space, D u
g (—) and diffusion in structure space, Dq
g, (- - -) as a
function of Fcrit. As shown, diffusion in structure space is more
dependent on Fcrit than is diffusion in interaction space.
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dent on the initial starting sequence for high values
of Fcrit.
As shown in Figure 3, for low values of Fcrit,
movement in the interaction space quickly causes
changes in native structure. Under conditions of
higher selective pressure, corresponding to a larger
value of Fcrit, the mutational paths still cover large
ranges of interaction space, yet the structures tend
to become highly conserved. At an Fcrit value of 6.0,
the interactions between different sequences in the
simulation can differ by sizable amounts before
memory of the initial structure is lost. The larger
value of Fcrit confines the evolutionary path to ‘‘neu-
tral networks,’’ paths through the fitness landscape
where structure is preserved, even with large changes
in sequence and interaction parameters.
We can categorize the various native structures by
considering the set of interaction parameters 5gij6opt
that maximize the foldability F for that struc-
ture.11,13 Assuming a Gaussian distribution of ener-
gies of the random states, the set of optimal param-
eters can be solved for in closed form.18,19 F opt
k is the
maximum foldability of native state N k when the
interactions are optimal. Because the interaction
space is continuous, although actual sequences exist
only as discrete points in this space, the optimal set
of parameters likely will not correspond to any
actual sequence. Despite this fact, we have empha-
sized the importance of the maximum foldability as
an important parameter characterizing different
structural motifs.11,12 Specifically, we find that the
size of the neutral network depends on the value of
F opt
k . This observation was made by performed
simulations where site mutations were accepted
only if the resulting fitness was larger than Fcrit and
the structure remained constant. Figure 4 shows 7u8t,
the average value of u for sequences separated by t
Fig. 2. 7cos(u)8t, the average cosine of the distance between
sequences in interaction space separated by t generations, scaled
by the generalized diffusion constant, for five different runs at two
values of Fcrit: Fcrit 5 4 (—) and Fcrit 5 6 (- - -). For larger values of
the selective pressure, the dynamics are highly nonexponential
and nonself-averaging.
Fig. 3. Average similarity of native structures 7q 8u for se-
quences separated by a distance u in interaction space, during
simulations performed with three different values of Fcrit. When
Fcrit 5 3 (—), memory of the initial structure is quickly lost. For
Fcrit 5 5 (- - -) and Fcrit 5 6 (· · ·), diffusion is increasingly dominated
by ‘‘neutral paths,’’ which allow changes in sequence and intramo-
lecular interactions but retain memory of the initial structure.
Fig. 4. Average distance in interaction space 7u8t for sequences
separated by t generations of neutral evolution, at two different Fcrit
values; Fcrit 5 3 (A) and Fcrit 5 6 (B), for two different structures,
one with a high Fopt value (—) and the other with a low Fopt value
(- - -). These simulations were performed by only accepting
mutations that preserved adequate foldability as well as native
structure. At higher values of Fcrit, the size of the neutral network
depends strongly on Fopt.
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generations for two native structures with different
values of Fopt for two different values of Fcrit. When
Fcrit is small (Fcrit 5 3.0), the range in interaction
parameters for both native structures can reach as
far as 7u8t 5 0.46p, showing that the networks are
extensive and are spread throughout the interaction
space. When the selective pressure is high, corre-
sponding to a large value of Fcrit 5 6, the range of
interaction space for the native structure with the
higher Fopt value is substantially larger than for the
native structure with the lower Fopt value. Due to the
high dimensions of the interaction space, small
differences in the value of u corresponds to large
differences in the volume in the interaction and
sequence spaces; the networks corresponding to
higher Fopt structures encompass much larger vol-
ume of both.
CONCLUSION
As shown, under conditions of high selective pres-
sure, corresponding to a large value of Fcrit, evolution-
ary trajectories are confined largely to neutral net-
works where sequence and interactions change
without a corresponding change in structure. This
effect can explain how the robustness of protein
structures can coexist with the observed plasticity of
sequences in biological proteins, a phenomenon re-
ferred to as ‘‘structural inertia.’’25 These results are
also consistent with the observation that different
proteins with similar structures are stabilized by
quite different interactions.26 The confinement of the
evolutionary trajectories to these neutral networks
can have a large impact on the evolutionary dynam-
ics, as emphasized by a number of investiga-
tors.6,9,27,28 For instance, the large size of the neutral
networks possible make neutral mutations more
likely, supporting the neutral drift theory proposed
by Kimura29 and King and Jukes.30 Additionally,
because different structures would have vastly differ-
ent sizes of neutral networks, one would observe
considerable differences in the evolutionary dynam-
ics and hence in the quantities, such as substitution
rates and genotypical variation among various pro-
teins. It is important to note that the size of the
neutral networks in interaction space as examined
here is perhaps more important than the correspond-
ing networks in sequence space; conservative muta-
tions between nearly identical amino acids that do
not result in changed interactions will have few
consequences regarding the evolution of structure
and function.
It has been recognized that certain structural
motifs are overrepresented among biological pro-
teins. In earlier work, we sought to explain this effect
by considering the volume of interaction space corre-
sponding to various native structures.11,12 We postu-
lated that this volume would be a strong function of
Fopt; as a result, it is exactly those structures with
large values of Fopt that would be overrepresented.
This relied on a static model of molecular evolution
and ignored the dynamics, which is the essence of
the evolutionary process. Studies of the dynamics, as
shown here, provide qualitatively similar results
based on the concept of neutral networks. For larger
values of Fcrit, the size of the neutral network ex-
plored during evolution depends critically on the Fopt
of the corresponding structure; highly optimizable
structures with large values of Fopt will have corre-
spondingly larger neutral networks, resulting in a
larger range of sequences that would successfully
fold into that structure. This makes such structures
more likely to result from evolution. Similarly, the
larger neutral networks will make these proteins
more robust to evolutionary changes. Additionally,
highly optimizable structures with larger sized neu-
tral networks are more likely to have a greater
number of ‘‘neighboring’’ structures that can be
reached through a valid evolutionary trajectory.
These more connected structures will have greater
opportunity to result from mutations of other viable
structures, again suggesting that these structures
might be overrepresented in the database. Finally,
as mentioned above, proteins have to fulfill many
requirements besides folding, including fulfilling a
prescribed function. The larger neutral networks
corresponding to foldability means that these struc-
ture will have much greater flexibility in adapting to
these other needs.
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